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Hlatory of tha Institution.-—Barkshlra Farms was foundsd in
May« 1886, by Frederick Gordon Burnham. The institution was originally
organised as the Burnham Industrial Farm.
In the autumn of 1886, the first re^rt was issued by the directors.
A short statement of the purposes and ideals of the work set forth reads
thuslyi
At tha threshhold of its work, the Burnham Industrial
Farm wishes to lay before the public a statement of its
design and methods. It proposes s system of saring truant
boys by a course of Christian and industrial training,
similar to that which has, for many years, been obtained
with admirable results in Germany, Holland, France, and
Great Britain, but which has not been attempted to any
large extent in tills country. This system may be seen in
operation at the Rarche Haus, near Hamburg, and at Mlttray,
as well as many other institutions. Its modes, briefly,
are as follows t to recelye boys who are tending toward the
criminal classes, but are not yet incorrigible} to place
them on a farm remored from the city where they may be
taught the rudiments of a ecnuBon school education and may
recelwe a thorough manual training} to place them in cot*
tages, with not more than fifteen or twenty under one roof,
rather than in one large building, so that, by separation
into small families, a close personal si^errlslon may be
obtained.
In the State of New York, there has, as yet, been no
proper classification of the children committed by magistrates,
so that boys committed for, perhaps, some act of disobedience
or truancy, but who hawe not becoM depriwed, much less
criminal, hare been, of necessity, by the la^ of the State,
sent to one of several institutions into which boys are also
committed of well developed criminal habits. In this way,
from the force of circumstances, there has been, and must
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cantinue to be» much contamination} whereas* if the hqjrs
who are not yet incorrigible could have been* by law*
committed to some instituticn far removed from the city*
in the midst of a large farm* with surroundings healthful
and enjoyable* and affording employment which would develop
bo4y and mind* and under a control that would tend to
purify the moral nature* it might be reasonably expected
that a majority would be saved frm lives of vice and crime
and would become industrious* honest* worthy citLsens*
The large farm will xiaturally suggest the teaching
of farming and the raising of cattle and horses} the boys
will also be taught to cultivate the orchards and mnaller
fruits which are grown upon the farm in large quantities*
Besides the occupations that are so readily suggested
by the farm* it is Intended to give a thorough manual train*
ing* and to teach the boys the use of tools in wood and iron*
For some time* the Farm, like other institutions* had been aware
of the injustices of Judging a boy's behavior and Intelligence by the
trial and error method then in existence* in the first place* as the
Farm was planned for delinquents and not mental defectives* it was
essential to discriminate between those who belonged at the Farm and
those whc^e difficultLes were due to their limited mental development
and who rightfully belonged at a school for defectives*
It was felt that the use of intelligence tests would not only
serve this purpose* but would also furnish a guide to the type of train*
ing most suitable in each case* Expert advice was equally necessaxy for
a better understanding of a bey's personality and the interpretation of
his behavior* With these needs in mind* Dr. Clinton P* McCord of Albany
was appointed as consulting psychiatrist to the Farm* Arrangements were
made for a prelimlnaiy psycholc^ical and psychiatric survey and a regu*
lar examination of each bqy adnitted thereafter*
in I92U* the work was expanded* and a mental hygiene clinic*
similar to those functioning so successfully in comnunities* was estab*
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lished* In 192!^» the clinic handled 168 cases* These included 60 new
ad&issionsy of vhcm nine were found to be unsuited to the Farm} seven
were mentally defective} one vas epileptic} one had a serious compul*
sion neurosis* The clinic cooperated with other agencies in seeming
suitable places for these boys*
The Psychiatric Department has been of the greatest value in
developing in each boy at the Farm^ whatever latent possibilities he
may possess« in freeing him from factors which have had a destructive
and irritating effect upon him in hLs past surroundings and in substi*
tutlng for former misdirected energies* the healthful outlets furnished
by a pliable school program* farm activities* trade interests and
sports*
The Psychiatric Department became of indispensable value in the
proper training of the boy* In addition to his own personal Judgement
of hLs charges* the Superintendent had at hand all of the information
that modem science could give*
The Fam* as its name implies, grew its own crops and always
placed considerable emphasis upon agriculture* Most of the boys repre*
sented the Farm's population* however* came frcmi cities* and most of
them* upon leaving the Farm* returned immediately to their homes* where
their opportunities for a livelihood were* generally* not in farm work*
but in the trades* A careful psychological study of the Farm boys in
1917 mvealed that most of the boys were motozMninded and would find
their life work in some of the trades*
These findings prompted an addition to the staff} a "foUow-up
man*** whose responsibility it was to keep in contact with the boys
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after they left the Farm. Previous to a boy’s dlschargOi the follow-up
man visited the town where the boy lived and* if necessary^ secured a
position for the boy in the trade for which he was best suited. The
boy's zecord in the trade school was, and still is, of considerable
assistance here. This not only enabled the Farm to have a more adequate
knowledge of the record of its graduates, but it extended its guidance
to those who weaken in the face of a complex and desperately competitive
world. This marked the beginning of the Department of Community Ser¬
vices. Presently the Community ServLces Department, with the coopera¬
tion of the resident social work staff, schools and other community
agencies, plans carefully for the release of each boy. Trained social
workers offer counseling services with the boy s family during the boy* s
stay at the institution, and after-care supervision upon discharge.
They begin working with parents as soon as the boy arrives at the school.
Counseling services with boys and families are closely coordinated to
maximize opportunities for community adjustment. Services following
discharge include school or job placement, fandly and individual coun¬
seling, and referral to various community agencies and facilities to
meet special needs, comaunlty Services offices are located In various
parts of the State to facilitate close contact with families and boys.
Berkshire Farm for Boys Is a non-sectarian, interracial training
school for delinquent boys, actainlstezed by a Board of Directors as a
voluntary institution. It is located in the town of Canaan, New fork,
on eleven hundred acres of wooded hills In the Berkshires.
Berkshire Farm for Boys is an open institution. Tt^re are no
fences, security facilities, or locked doors. Bpys are expected to
remain within prescribed boundaries on the strength of their interests
in the program and the relationships that they regard as meaningful with
the staff* The program is designed to provide residential treatment in
a therapeutic emrlronmentf including services with specific treatment
funetionsy such as grovQ> living in cottages, special classes in academic
education, vocational education, vocaticmal training, religious education
reereaticmal education, ease work, group therapy, and psychotherapy with
selected boys*
Boys are admitted from the State of New York, Connecticut, Ohio,
Massachusetts and New Jersey* It is necessaiy that applications be
accctnpanied by complete social histories, educational records, Including
achievement tests, results of physical examination given within six
months prior to referral, and, if available, results of psychiatric and
clinical psychological ex^inatlcms* Applications are considered only
if the referring agency is a Juvenile couH or accredited private or
public welfare agem:y* Referzing agencies assume all financial respm*
sibilities for boys admitted* Intake policies provide for the admissicm
of boys adjudicated «delinquent** or "in need of supervisioi^ through the
process of placement, rather than •*commitment*• A boy need not be
adjudicated delinquent by a court, but he must have ctxnmitted acts which
make him eligible for such adjudication* Those admitted are between the
ages of twelve and sixteen, of normal intelligence, with no severe
emotional disturbances or psychosis, and with no physical dlsablli.ties*
The staff members, includii^ cottage parents, child ears workers,
teachers, social workers, a clinical psychologiat, and a full-time child
psychiatrist, recreaticm leaders, cooks, general mechanics, maintenance
workers, serve in their own lines of work and aa friendly adxilts from
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vhcm bqjrs may gain devoted intereat and help* The ataff^to-hoy ratio
la maintained at a level of approximately 1 staff for 1 boy* The staff
sees residential treatment as <me means of giving help to boys vho have
been in trouble* Offered are a variety of aervices through vhlch bpys
can gain an understanding of themselves and achieve re-education in
their personal relationships with adults and other beys* The program
la boy-centered, but there is ccmsiderable emphasis upon group structure
and participatic»i of individuals in groups.
Child care workers and boys live together in cottages and eat
together in one large central dining room with cafeteria sV^^ service*
There are eleven cottages* In five new cottages, each boy has hlv c mn
room* The program for each cottage is directed by a cottage coordinator
who is a trained social worker* He works closely with the staff in his
cottage to evaluate each boy and to plan a program of activities in
accordance with the needs of the boy and the group* The cottage coordi¬
nator offers individual and group eovtnseling to the boys and serves as
principal liasem between cottage and other Institutional services* He
plans with Conmiunity Services for the retnm of beys to tin eoBBounity*
A director of groi^ activities, who is a trained social groc^
worker, is responsible for the organisation of various athletic, recrea¬
tion, and club aetivitiea, with the aid of a staff of recreation woirikere*
Boys are groi;^d for academic classes on the basis of psychol^eal,
as well as, educational needs* There are remedial, as well as regular
classes correspoi^ng to grades 7 through 10, correspondence classes for
grades 11 and 12, and special classes in rmnedial reading* Boys may
receive training in various industrial arts, which include graphic arts,
auto mechaxxies, machine shop, welding, and carpentry* Art, music, and
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physical education are regular school activities* Teachers individual
lise instruction within their groups to the interests and achievenent
levels of individual boys*
A full<-tlme Protestant chaplain^ certified as a clinical pastoral
supervisor^ aivi part-time Catholic and Jewish chaplains conduct the
religious program and activities.
Clinical services Include psychiatry^ clinical psychology^ and
casework. Clinical understandings are interpreted to' all staff as
guidance in working with boys individually and in groups. Group therapy
is conducted regularly and psychotherapy is offered to selected boys.
An Institute for Training and Research is located on the grounds
to constantly evaluate treatment methods and techniques and to advance
training of staff in the field of delinquency. Ihidergraduate and graduate
university students receive training in social work» psychology^ sociologyt
clinical pastoral counseling, psychiatry, recreation, ai»l teaching.
Institutes and workshops are conducted for the benefit of various pro*
fessional disciplines. A large specialised professional library is main¬
tained for staff and student use.
Since the turn of the century, when the first Borstal institutions
were inaugurated in Great Britain, the general philosophy guiding the
handling of Juvenile delinquents has undergone a rather far-reaching
shift. Although formerly a punitive policy was generally followed in
both Great Britain and the imited States, today the treatment philosophy
is widely accepted in training circles in both countries. But, in spits
of the shift away from a punitive philosophy, a dearth of carefully
docastoted evaluations of treatment programs still exists. Tlt^ factual
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basis for such widespread faith In treatment programs as effective
methods for the rehabilitation of Juvenile delinquents remains yet to
be laid. There are exceptions to this observation here and there« but
they are not as numerous as they should be. Ibe evaluation of the
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Hlghflelds Project by IfcCorkle) Ellas, and Blxby and, later by Weeks,
and the study of the Hawthorne-Cedar-Knolls School, by Black, Bertram,
and Clickto some extent, fill the gap, but by~and-large, we are
still operating more on faith and Intuition than on sound knowledge In
the rehabilitation of Juvenile delinquents.^
The Importance of Communication In Institutions Serving Troubled
Children.*—Administration, everywhere. Is the effective way of dealing
with human beings to achieve a determined goal. Sometimes, the human
being Is forgotten In the process, and the typewriter and mimeograph¬
ing machine become the only tools for communication. In agencies, where
the spirit of humanity Is the lifeblood, a live administration becomes
a necessity.^ The dissemination of Information, up and down organiza¬
tional lines of authority, from one person to the other, is not enou^
when dealing with human beings who are engaged In the rehabilitation of
troubled children.
^Corkle, Ellas and Bl3d)y, The Highlighters* Story (1958).
^Weeks, Youthful Offeixiers at Hlghflelds (1959)*
^Black, Bertram, and S. J. Click, "Recidivism at the Hawthome-
Cedar-KnoUs School," (Research MonograiA No. 2, N. I. Jewish Board of
Cuardlans, 1952).
U
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, Vol.
53> No. 1, March, 1962. "An Evaluation of Milieu Therapy and Vocational
Training as Methods for the Rehabilitation of Youthful Offenders,"
Theodore N. Ferdinand, p. 97*
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Konopka, Cisela, Groxip Work In The Institution, A Modern Chal¬
lenge (New Yorki Whit08ide7lncT7”anTl<I3!iIam~Monrow&^oTTl!95ir7'p^28»
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The min purpos* of ingtitutiooial plaoccient^ today, !• troatraent*
Wa rauet also remember that them is also the purposa of cxistody in n*any
cases* Sia Child Welfare teagua of Atnerioa has reoently publishad a
deseriptiTO study of ohildran's institutions, called Residential ijraat*
ment of Baotionally Disturbed Children* In this study* residential
treatment is described as • * • "the development of a total approach to
therapy* IndiTidual psyolu>-Uxerepy with the child and his parents* a
therapeutloally desired living experience and remedial eduoaidon are
.1
all seen as parts of a whole*”
IBie purpose and function of one of the large training schools*
for instance* is given as help for "maladjusted boys vho* because of
conduct and behavior, are found, en the basis of individual study, to be
in need of special treatment and training* Ihe purpose shall be to pre*
pare these boys so that Ihey may function as nomal, adequate individuals,
2
according to their capabilities and abilities**
In both of the proposed methods of treatment cited, the team
approach is a necessary tool* In treatment programs of tliese types*
youngstnre learn very easily that they can play one person* as well as
departments* against tiie ether* as they mi^t play fatiier against mother
in a dividsd family*
It is ef priiM ispertanoe that treatment policies bo understood
and properly comnniaieated to all pmrsens eoneemed in the treatment ]^e»
gram* bo they institutional staff, parents* guardians, referring agency*
— .1 ■.
Jelm H* Reid* Helen R* Hagan, Residential !ireatment Per Enetlen-
ally Distwbed Children (New Torkt Child Vselfare Lea’i^e' ef Merica)
1952* p*
General Report* "Mnnoseta State hreining School for B^*"
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parftla offloar* andf in some oaten, eren the yemgster hiatelf* Casw>
mmioatLon of policy, therofero, requires a superyitory staff, sgoe*
titnally oapoble of giving of thesnselves, and olio can toaoh and develop
desirable attitudes as well as supervise* Ihis, of course, idll not
totally olioilnate infernal influenoes in erganisatienal struoturo, an
impossible and not oven desirable aim* It does, however, strengthen
Xthe lnq>aet of the femal struoturo on attaining desired goals*
"Informal* may inoludo oeffeo breaks, staff, reoreatien, etc*
Children idle are referred or oeianittod to owrootisnal Instltu-
tisns, in numerous oases, are vietims of nen-ottBmindoatiSQ, be it in
the hffiao, sohool, family or oosnmunity* If we, as administrators, in
addition to staff members, are to work wlihin and affoot the presoribod
treatment philosopl^, a oenstant flow of femal and infernal inferma*
tion, both vortioally and horissnally, within the bureauoratio ohain,
must bo kept in motion* Furthermore, it is of Iho utmost importanoo,
in any program, that dofinitien of policy, an oicplanatisn of treatment
philosopliy, and job desoriptiens bo olearly defined to new staff and
eentinually re-defined to old staff members*
Clear channels ef eotammioatisn should be previded se that the
prehlams, desires, and esq^eotatiens ef etaff and their suggestions for
program improvement, may bo quidcly brought to the attention of immod-
iato supervisors and an through tlie oohelons of eentrol to the rospsn-
slblo staff member or administrativo body* Good two-way ooomonioatLon,
in addition to snabling the staff to partioipate in the fomatien of
^A* G* Hovldk, "Institutional Organlzatloa Jbr liroatMait,"
Reprinted from Crime and Delinquency, duly, 1964*
u
&dbEsinistr«tiv« p«lioy and praeadur* shauld oanpl«t«ly rtmnm
the funotien ef the ■••called "grievance oomnitted*”^
staff at every level aoo^t idielelieertedly the philesephy
■ad purpeses ef aanagementf vdien accurate* uncensered reporting ef
ahat i« actually happening flevn upward* and there ia a dynande flew
•f zffnageoieat'i philosophy and purposes dem tixe lino to all perssemol
and ma te the childros* then it can be said lhat eesammieatisn is well
established*
Mismdorstandings and failures la oennnunication produce tensisn
■rasng staff nembers* tJalesa this tension is dealt inith by freqfusnt
epsen discussion* it reverberates and is transioitted te the children*
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causing acting-out er rtinning away* Siis tension can be dealt with
by ffiioeuraging tdie growth of interpersonal rolatienships* and ihe
expresslan of disagreotnent by freo discussion* which leads te roductisn
ef tension and allows prebloci-eelving te take place* As a result* the
cenfidonoe of staff members* in each other* grows*
Tbdle recegnising the need for formal and infenoal verbal cent*
munioation* non-verbal oemnunioatisn must never be neglected* Admixii-
stration must be oenstantly alert te the meanings ef action and acti¬
vities among staff members and the youngster* vhioh carry InfirmatLsn*
if properly understood* tOiese non-verbal eannunioations may oenslst
ef such disparate phsnemsna as sudden increases in the use ef pro¬
fanity* sex talk* run-aways* er inereases in resignations from a
^"Administratisn Of iie ]^blio Ps^hiatrie Hospital," Feraulatod
by the Cssoolttse on Hospitals* Group FOr tBie Advanooment ef Psychiatry*
Report Ke* 46* ^uly* I960*
^bld.* p. r*
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particular departaent. Administration should glre careful attention
and thought to ever/ cossBunication of this sort. Its ain, as far as
possible, is to have non-verbal coomunleation put into vords, and so,
result in more appropriate actions. It is necessary to have a com¬
munication system that carries information, advice, orders, and
decisions, that enhance interaction among staff and studentsj it should
be attuned to informal and non-verbal methods of communication, though
not governed by them. Like aiything else of value, lines of communica¬
tion must be maintained in good repair.
The dissiminatlon of infoirmation up and doen organizational lines
of authority from one person to the other is not adequate when dealing
with human beings eho are in the j^ocess of rehabilitating delinquents.
Communication Involves a sender, a message, and a receiver. In some
institutions, there is a tendency to structure staff relationships in
such a way that treatment policies are not clearly defined. Effective
communication of treatment policy requires that lines of coioDunleation
and authority be clear to all concerned and that nothing be done to
weaken the structure. Whan there is an absence of effective lines of
communication in and between the respective departments, the treatment
does not have its Intended impact on the recipients.
The Problem.—In a large bureaucratic structure, consaunication
is the basis for an effective treatment program. The problem lies in
being able to keep a sensitive finger tuned to changes in staff atti¬
tude and breakdowns in communication which affect the function of the
individual and the department within the total operation of the treat¬
ment program.
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The eonmunicatlon s/stem (formal and Informal) become* dls*-
functional to an institutional treatment program when there exists
between and in departments, attitudes that prevent the treatment pro¬
gram from being as effective as intended and works against effective
coQin\micatlon.
Definition of Tbrms
Milieu is the immediate environment, physical or social or both,
sometimes including also the internal state of the organism.
Milieu therapy is the treatment of mental disorder or maladjust¬
ment by making definite and usually substantial changes in the person's
immediate environment or life circumstances.
Treatment is subjecting something or someone to an action or
influence; an endeavor to help a person attain better health or better
adjustment by whatever meanst medical, surgical, psychotherapeutic,
counseling, or direct aid; the environmental stimuli that are systemati¬
cally varied and brotight to bear upon the subject.
Scope and Method of Procedure.—The writer distributed question¬
naires to those persons most directly involved with the treatment of the
boy. Cottage Coordinators, the AcademLe Staff, Cottage Parents and Day
Supervisors and Qroi:^ Activities. Although the treatment program
involves all depar^nts of the institution, the boy spends the greatest
majority of his time with these staff members which necessitates the
channeling of pertinent treatment information to the depar^nts sur¬
veyed.
In this research, the writer relies on data obtained from the
questionnaire, observations and extended interviews.
!lha fort7 on« persons responding ere representstlve of the forty
seven iriio received the questionnaire*
All of the respondees work directly with boys and feel that their
work Is an important part of the treatnent program* Ihia made it
unnecessary to tabulate questions one and two* As a means of checking
the reliability and consistency of the responses» the questionnaire was
designed so that some questions were checks on others.
This descriptive analysis is intended to apply a magnifying glass
to the current state of eommunieationf staff functions, give a brief
description of the program, and the interrelationships involved.
CHAPIER ZI
PRESENTAHON AND iNmPREZAnON OF DATA
Do you foul that you rocelvo necessary inforaatlon to enable you






School 8 5 13
Cottage Parents and
S\q;ervisors 12 8 20
Group Activities 3 0 3
Coordinators 5 0 5
Cumulative Totals 28 13 hi
Forty percent of the cottage staff and thlrty-el^t percent of
the academic staff stated that they do not receive necessary informa¬
tion to enable them to work within the program of treatment recommended
for the individual child.
The greatest portion of the child's wake hours is spent either
with the cottage staff or with his teacher. Ihese staff members most
assuredly need a greater knowledge of recommended treatment. In many
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Instances the child has been truant and has developed a phobia against
school and teachers. Also> in nany instances the child has cobis from
a home where there has not always been both or neither parent, has
been abused and/or neglected by the parents, and neither likes or
trusts parents or parent figxires. Here, we should very easily see the
necessity of channeling eore information to these departments.
In recent years, the function of the houseparent in the institu¬
tion has changed considerably with new awareness of the modem concept
of the institution. More and more the houseparent is considered the
geovp leader rather than the "parent." The group living process has
become an iisportant treatment tool in itself, and as siKsh, co^iiMd with
the casework process, the education, the medical and psj^hiatrie care,
represents a therapeutic channel through which the child develops into
a stronger personality*
In the modern institution which is a treatment resource, the
people who provide these important services and fulfill the basic needs
of the children become the most isportant factors and influences in the
child's growth and development*
Today we would like to help these people who live with the
children and who spend the most time with them acquire biowledge and
understanding which will make possible the maximum emtribution to the
program of the institution, and to the comunity at large. In oti»r
words, since the child in the institution of today it there for a
specifie purpose, for a specific treatment, and for a period of time
specific in that it la determined by the first two factors, the house-
parent must be an laportant part of the treatment team established at
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at the institution. Everyone in the institution belongs to this treat¬
ment team the superintendent» the psychiatrist» the caseworker and the
group worker. The houseparents are not specialists and must know some¬
thing in many areas and must also know when to call on the experts}
there must be a mutual sharing of information. Since children who come
to the institution need treatment* end since it is felt that this treat¬
ment can best be given through a groiqp living experioace in the institu¬
tion* the hotiseparenf s function goes far beyond dispensing food*
shelter* and clothing to the child* and becomes that of the group leader.
Although Social worters* psychiatrists* teachers* aixl groi;^ workers
all work in the direction of helping U» child become adjusted to reality*
they do not live with the child while he makes such an adjustment and
Bx>re or less acts out agaixMt it. The cottage parents live with him
and therefore have to be present in all his ups and downs* in all satis¬
factions and grievances that he must experience during this adjustment
process. Caseworkers must help the hotiseparents understand the child's
individual baekgroxmd and his reaction to his background. Group worlo»rs
can help houseparents to understand the group dynamics. They must eee
1
and \mderstand the child as a whole.
It is BHsst important that hoimeparents have a feeling of their
own strength and security in dealing with a situation. The availability
of information most certainly adds to this feeling of security. Chil¬
dren must at all times have awareness that the hotseparehbs have pres-
2
tige and authority in the eyes of tlM rest of the staff.
ischulge* Susanne (ed.). Creative Qroi;^ Living In A Children's
Institution* New Torki Association Press* 1951*
^Ibld.. p. 99.
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Ih* ciirrent conception of the cottage parents' position Is
unclear^ and the sasie can be said about the situations In nhich they
work. Some of the confusion steas fron changes that have been made
In philosophy of treating delinquent children and in the failure to
make these changes meaningful in the day-to-day work of the cottage
parents.^ There have been notable contributions to improve the situa-
2
tion. Conceptual and experimental work aimed at spelling out and
testing the various patterns of institutional situations has lagged.
Consequently^ we find ourselves attempting to derive some notion about
cottage parents' work from a combination oft (1) logical inference
from theoretical or hypotheoretical Ideas of psychology* sociology*
social work* and related fields* and (2} common sense conclusions froa
observation or participant observer experience in cottage parent work.
Sometimes inappropriats theorstleal bases have been need in deriving
3
practical ideaa from theory has lacked clarity* rigor and thoroughness.
A Biore eoB^lete and systematic theory of institutional treatment
of delinquents is needed if we are to improve the work of cottage
parents* a theory that would add s<»ie order to their work and give them
guides for acting in a manner that would be helpful to the children.
Among a number of things* greater consideration must be given to the
structiral program.
%eber* George H.* Juvenile Delinqwney, "A Theoretical Study of
the Cottage Parent Position and Cottage*" U. S. Department of HEW*
Welfare Administration Children Bureau* Mo. 18* 1963.
^Burmister* Eva B.* The Professional Houseparent, Hew Torki Child
Coluobia University Press*" l^iSo
^Grosshard* Hyman* Cottage Pairents* Hew lorks Child Welfare
league of America* I960.
S«T«ra^ eltMnta «r« of apecial i^portaiwa t 1. Tha dlTlaion of
«ork - who does what to or with whow undar what eiroiautancaa and in
relation to whoaj 2* lha arrangawent of anthorltj • who, and at what
lavala In tha organlaation and in coordination with whon, aanetiona
and anforcaa tha dirialon of work to carry out traatnent, aaintain
order and avoid or reduca friction within tha institution} 3*
jnwstiga or status alamnt • who is pasiad whara in tha institution
and in what relation to others| and U. the reward distribution * who
gats what, when and )mw, Tha relationships between these alaasnts and
their ties to the institution's goals should be spelled out*^
Tha vital ig^rtanca of ends, naans and values in a training school
baeones particularly apparent whan an institution nakes substantial
changes in its progrm leading fron an authoritarian - punitive to a
democratically oriented traataent progran. Such swiping changes are
apt to leave staff netdiera with Inadequate concepts of their changed
2
|K>8itions and of wayti to put tlwse new positions into practice. (Berk<>
shire Farns changed its focus of treataNint in 196U} This point is
illustrated in Weber, George B.i Saotlonal and Defensive Behavior of
Cottage Parents. The Prison, Studies in Institutional Organlaation and
Change. Donald R. Cussey, editor. New lorkt Holt, Rinehart, and
Wilson, 1961.
Thirty-ei^t percent of the teachers responded "no" to the ques¬
tion, do you feel that you receive necessary infonaatlon to enable you
to work within the progran of treataent reocuanended for the Individual
^ber, Oeor^ H., A Theoretical Study of the Cottage Parent
Position and Cottage fork Situations.
^eber, George H., Enotlonal and Defenalve Behavior of Cottage
Parents, The Prison.
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child. The school is in • strstegie position to influence the child*s
deYelopnenty and for later life.
Aside from its formal tasks of passing on to the child the tra¬
ditions and customs of society and thus perpetuating our cultural
patterni of teaching him to think clearly and independently! of equipp¬
ing him vith skills by which he may later earn a liring throuf^ useful
work - aside from these tasks« the school plays a wery significant role
in helping the child learn how to get along with other people and to
accent the obligations that come with lirixig as part of the groi^.^
lb fulfill these responsibilities» the school must understand the
needs of the total child - not only his intellectual needa« but his
eBK>tional and social mods as well^ and must adjust its program and at
the sau time* work within the prescribed program of treatment to meet
these needs. If it succeeds« the school and the teacher can be a most
potent force in helping the child on his way toward becoming a mature>
well-adjusted adult able to make a worthwhile contribution in a demo¬
cratic society. If the school is not aware of the child*s needs«
partietilarly for a child who has come to ^e institution already
thwarted f it may Indirectly serwe to do him more harm than good. An
uncomfortable relationship with a teacher who has no understanding of
his needs may impel a child toward more conduct of an antl<H(ocial
nature.
Ill
•‘•Understanding Ju-venlle Delinquency. U. S. Department of H. E. W»,
Social Service Admiikstratlon Childrens Bureau Publication 300* I960.
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School 5 8 13
Group Activities 2 1 3
Cottage Parents and
Day Siqmrvisors 13 7 20
Cottage CoordiMtors 3 2 5
Cumulative Totals 23 18 Ul
A aajority or fifty<-aix percent of persona irorking In the program
feel that they are not perfoming at their highest lerel. It should be
noted that a greater number of cottage si^rrlsors and cottage coordi¬
nators ansirered yes. These particular staff are directly responsible
for treataent^ aside froa what others aay thinks each person is concerned
with his prirate aspirations and in this matter he aeasures himself. He
askSj "Does this Job permit me to do what I am capable off to be what I
want to be?" In brieff each nan needs to express himself. At the
nucleus of the cluster of needs for self-assertion f we find personal
achievement and personal growth.
(Every mature adult wants to assert himself, to be independent at
least to some extent.) As we grow from childhood to adulthood, we rely
less on other people to help us survive, to make decisions for us, and
to show us how to act. We no longer siiqply nspond when somebody else
acts) we begin to take the initiative. We want some control over our
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destiny. In short, as wo nature, we progress fron dependency toward
independence.
By the tine a person reaches naturity, he attains a lewel of
self'-assertion > we night say Independence or initiative, that he needs
to naintain if he is to stay happy. Being independent nakes life nore
pleasant for then than does taking advice fron Others. Although the
drive for self-assertion varies in intensity from person to person,
nearly everyone has at least sons need to be independent and to exercise
initiative.
Men nomally want an opportunity for growth. Individuals vary
greatly in the direction ami amount of growth to irtiieh they aspire.
Ihirty-five percent of the twenty cottage parents and day
supervisors responded that they have more to offer the program than
i
they are permitted. Since the cottage is the focus of treatment at
Berkshire Farms, it is most important that cottage staff be and feel
that they are performing at the peak of their ability, or they can very
easily become stagnant. Thus, they become "space-fillers" and are of
little or no importance in the treatmsnt program.
Participation may be defined as a management practice that
eiMsourages es^jloyses to have mental and emotional Involvement in their
work situations. It is sought by pursuing the practice of enabling the
es^loyse to share responsibility for choosing goals, and contributing
to their attainment. The term usually applies to the members of the
organisation below the siqiervisory levels.^
^e]^er^ Barry W., Perceptive Management and Supervision -
Insists for Working With People CSnglew^d Cliffs. M. t.. Prentice
HilfTTicTW; p. C8.
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Th« idea of participation has dereloped in Anorica as a phase of
our cultural eo^hasia on the use of denocratie rather tiian authoritar¬
ian principles* Legalljr, we beHere that all men are equal before the
law* We beliere in respect for the indiTidual regardless of his social
or econoBle status* W« assuas that his ideas as those of his super-
yisory si^eriors should be giwen consideration* We believe in the right
of appeal in regard to any iaportant treataent tliat inrolTes Justice*
Our aanageasnts as well as our courts are^ to bom extenty controlled
by the belief in the right of the inditidual to participate in attaining
1
decisionsy plansy and actions* Table 3 shovw the consistency of dis¬
agreement with treatment recommendations.
Question! Do you dis-agree with treatment recommendations? A -
alwaysy B - frequentlyy C - never*
TABLE 3






Group Activities 3 0 3
Cottage Parents and
Day Supervisors 16 U 20
Cottage Coordinators 5 5
Cumolative Ibtals 35 5 ho
Percent 87% 1356
Many esployees of today tM^ve a level of ability which in an
earlier time would have enabled them to becoas owners* Self’^iploymsnt
2U
la not Impoaalbla today, but condltlona hara ehaneed ao that a larger
proportion of neabera of our population are e!!q;tloyeea rather than
ownera* Ihla ahlft in outleta for ran of ability haa intenalfied the
pressure for the use of deaocratlc processes in business Banageaent*^
As Lawrence A. Appley, President of the Aaerlcan Uanageaent
Association has stated!
"We talk today about the ahlft froa the autocratic, onsHsan
type of operation to the democratic, consultative type of
si;qper«lslon» Vhat we are talking about Is the person who
exercises judgeaent versus the person who gets others to
exercise judgeaent* We talk about centralization versus
decentralization* What we are referring to is having all
the decisions Bade in one place versus having then made at
aany places by people in Bueh better positions to make
thea."^
Management has learned that the effective supervisor tries to organize
his work and relations with workers so that they will perfora their
jobs as productively as possible by contributing their know>how and
ideas as well as those of the si^ervisor* An effective aiq>ervisor can
not hope to tell each SB^loyse exactly what to do, when and how* The
employee must be encouraged to contribute hla special knowledge and
judgement that he possesses as the one pers(m who performs the task*
Every e^^iloyee has sobs knowledge or skill that, he can contribute to
"W-d*, p« U9»
^Appley, Lawrence A*, "It's More Difficult," Management Hews,
Aoeidcan Manageasnt Association, Inc*, February, 19$9.
do tho job Boro quiekljr, aoro or with !••• offort than tha
•vqMmrlaort.^
Anyone who boc<MBea acquainted with eflqtloyeec' after<-hour
aotiwitiee will disoorer that eoae earr/ on do-it-yourself hobbise
or other recreational projects that require ieagination and high intel¬
ligence. The supenrisor of such an eeployee wonders why he does not
deaons^ate the sans level of ingenuity on the job. The answer is» in
Bost eases, the supervisor has failed to give the es^loyee a sense of
real participation in the job.
Participative techniques are aore difficult to put into effect
than aany executives realise. When an executive finds that soae
iaportant iaproveaent aust be made, he has an intellectual recognition
of the need for participation of the part of euqtloyees involved in
bringing about the desired changes, fie usually invites the departaent
heads and key esqployees to a aeeting where he explains the needs for
the desired Improveaaat, asks for their suggestions for bringing about
the change, and gets each to coneit hieself as to the actions he will
take. ZiSter, he presses the departasnt Iwads and rdoinda then of their
ecnndtBents. He keeps the heat on. Progress neetings are held.
Between oeetlngs, the pressure is Mintained by neans of office neaos ,
in order that assurances given will be kept.
In spite of all the pressure and effort, the results obtaiimd are
seldoB eoEq>letely satisfying to the sanager. Frictions develop, end
amieties art accantuatad. All of thee# and other disappointsients
pner, Harry V., Percaptive Kanagsaant, p. $0
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oeovT la tpli* of ttw Mnagcra aMuaption that ha pmetlcadi partleipatlTa
proeaduraa with hit aabordinataa*^
Kanagattont la under eonatant praaaura for tha daralopaant of pro^
eadurea that ara batter than their oonTantional onea bacaaaa thajr fra-
quantl/ hear axpreaaiona ahieh Indlcata tha need for participation.
Bxas^laa arat
"I don't like ehansas i^ch X don't undaratandf arMl that'a
vhy I'a not going along with thia one."
"Sana of tha faXlowa aay there ia a gl^ck in it. Wa'U
hare to vork harder and then the bnaa will alisdnata a
lot of tha joba.»
"These changes were draant up b/ a bimoh of whis kidsf
2
Our forenan doesn't aren know idwt it's all about.*
For the purpoaea of thia resaareb this question was aakedf "Do you
always understand and hare explained to you changes in tha traataant





School k 9 13
Oroup Aetirltlea 3 3
Cottage Parents and
Day S^erriaora U 9 20
Cottage Coordinators 5 5
Ctundatlre Totals 20 21 Ul
^Ibid.f p. 50.
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Mot* her* that only th* cottage coordinator* state that they understand
and have changes explained. Sixty-nine percent of the teachers stated
no. Group activities« on* hundred percent• stated no. Why does the
dlssinlnatlon of Information stop at the coordinator level? Changes
in a boy's treatment are usually reconmended by the child psychiatrist
and/or the cottage coordinator. The child psychiatrist passes informa¬
tion to the Director of Social Services eho In turn passes it on to his
supervisees, the cottage coordinator. Th* coordinator acts as a trans¬
mission link between social service and cottage service and is a part
of both departments. He is supervised by the Director of Social Service
and he in turn supervises the cottage parents and day supeznrisors
exployed in the cottage, for which he is responsible. Coordinators have
regular meetings with the school principal and on other occasions with
the faculty. The responses indicate that a large amount of treatment
inforeation tends to stop at the level of the coordinator.
The coordinatco^s contribution to the treatment of the boy is based
on the genetic training that every social worker has received.
* • • the individual and society are interdependent}
social forces influence behavior and attitudes, affording
opportunity for self-development and contribution to the
world in which we live. Mot only are all problems psycho¬
social - inner and outer - but most problems are inter¬
personal, that is, more than one person is likely to be
involved in the treatment of the individual.^
The above statement iaqplies that the social worker should be skilled
in human relations. Therefore, the social worker idiould share the
28
eosBon purposes» goals and reconuBsnd treatasnt with all MBbsrs of the
treatnent teas. In the Blllstt traatnent setting. It la essential that
team members be aivare of the sum of each b07*s life experiences as
these things have shaped their personalities and are ew^n with mental
processes•
For any training school program to be successful, there must be
provisions for a free flow of Ideas and Information fbr full participa¬
tion in treatment bp everpone eoneemed. Ihe method used In a given
Institution must be determined bp the administrator who knows what gets
best results in his particular institution*






School 6 7 13
Group Activities 2 1 3
Cottage Parents and
Dap Supervisors 15 5 20
Cottage Coordinator 5 0 5
Ctumilatlve Totals' 28 13 la
Flftp-four percent of the acadeaie staff, thlrtp-three and one-third
percent of the group activities* staff and twentp-J^ve percent of the
cottage parents and dap supervisors gave a negative response to the
question stated above. Of the total respondees, tMrtp-two percent
gave a negative response, the writer would like to mention here that
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two questionnaires were returned due to the fact that» (as gl-ven by
the staff member) "I don't know enough about the program to fill out
-the questionnaire*” Considering these« appxvximately one-third of
the reepondees do not full/ understand the treatment philosophy of
Berkshire Farms.
The absence of clearly defined organisation goals with which the
employee can identify is a common source of administratire ineptitude*
Goals can be obtained only when they are understood^ and the chances
of being understood are poor ii^eed unless they are clear in the mind
of tlM administrator and are lucidly and repeatedly explained* For
the BaJorlty» immediate objeetiwes are more readily grasped than long¬
term purposes $ and the' wise administrator will shazply differentia-te
between the -two.
Conflicting) inadequate) or unclear goals are usually a cause for
difficulty. When goals change) confusion) misapplied effort and
lowered morale will insuS) unless the administrator carefully and
repeatedly interprets the new de-Telopments to all individuals concerned*
They may not be able to change. There may be no proper course open
except to retire) with adequate financial benefits) persons who have
served faithfully in advancing theearlier goals) but who cannot make
the reqtiired change*
Goals require interpretation attuned to the understanding of
persons asked to accept them. Their immediacy or remoteness is also
of iiportancS) when they are Interpreted with relivance to any par¬
ticular job. For some individuals) the only goals which have rele-
-vance are those that influence present practice. For others) a
persuasively presented long-term goal can stimula-te the capacity for
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Idealization. Periodic repetition and reatatesent of goals is alnost
always necessary to Insure action.
Training school adsdnlstrators are concerned about control and
discipline on one hand and treataent on the other. They would like
to run a snooth organization without too aany problems, but at the
sane time they are Interested in developing an individualized program
for each child imder care. But the custodial aspects of Institutional
administration are in direct conflict with individualized approaches
which vmy require differentiation in controls and discipline. In
addition, the community, and sometimes the board of directors, deeply
concerned about runaways and aggressive behavior, put pressuire on the
administrator to have an institution free from visible upset, ibw does
an administrator interested in both of these aspects of his program
define policy to his staff? He may issue a directive, encouraging them
to learn about the dynamics of individual behavior or instructing them
to treat their charges as Individuals - to "fit" discipline to the
child's pers<Hiallty and to eliminate harsh methods in handling ram¬
bunctious children. let, this same superintendent may be quite content
to allow a cottage parent who rejects these considerations of the
child's individuality but mho is able to keep control in his cottage
unit, to continue to function that way without formal criticism or
disapproval. As a result, policy is determined by what the superin¬
tendent - consciously or unconsciously * allows to go on within his
institution rather than by what ha formally advocates
^ovick, Abraham 0., "Institutional Organisation for IVeatment,"
Crime and Delinquency, 196U.
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Bsfore ha can bagin to cMnunlcata with hla staff» an institu:-
tlonal director anist ba aware of his own doubts and concerns and must
sufficient!/ resolve an/ personal conflict of interest he might have*
If he doesn't do this, his polio/ indecision wiH slow!/ permeate da/-
to-da/ institutional operations and create confusion among his staff*
Qraduall/, policy will be established not b/ him but b/ the personnel
directl/ assigned to the daily care and treatment of children* This
situation may well be in keeping with the director's desires but may
also result in approaches not ccmducive to good administration of a
treatment program.^
One developmental problem is that of creating a homogenious staff*
Ihe members of this care group reflect the basic policies of the organi¬
sation in their own outlooks* They can, when nurtured in this role,
perform the essential task of indoctrinating newcomers along desired
lines* They can provide some assurance that decision-making will con¬
form, in spirit as well as letter, to policies that may have to be
formulated abstractly or vaguely. The development of derivative poli¬
cies and detailed applications of general rules will thus be guided by
2
a shared general perspective* This is especially true, of course,
where the assessment of tasks and results cannot be settled by routine
formulae* As always, the openness of decision-making calls for leader¬
ship, in this case to build a social structure that will induce a
spontaneous regularity of response* Where this regularity amy be
Holt, Rhinehairt, and Winston, Inc*,
^tslonl, Amitai, Complex Organisations A Sociolorical Reader,
New ^ork, 1961, p* 47*
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imposed formally, as a clear cut technical matter, leadership Is more
readily dispensable*
While eore-fomation may be a conscious and designed process, it
also deyelops naturally, as an indirect result of day-to-day inter¬
action.^ Hence, the general problem of leadership is control of eore-
foivation, whether to build one congenial to desired policy or to
restrain one that creates unwanted rigidities in organisation and
policy* This problem is deTelopmental* It is associated with a
special phase in the organisations' life history, and must be dealt
with in some way if control orer the long-run evolution of policy is
to be maintained*
There are many ways of eliminating employee misinformation and
misunderstanding* However, the soundest and most lasting is to remove
file causes. Uany misunderstandings and misconceptions arise from lack
of clarity of organisation, goals, policies, and relationships*
NumerouA definitions of organisation have been fomulated*
Organisation is the medium through which individuals can work together
2
in groups as effectively as they would work alone* If there are only
a few persons en^ged in an enterprise, little organisaticm is needed*
But if you have hundreds of enployees working together, some kind of
organisation is required so that these people can continue to work in
groxq>s as effectively as Uiey would if they were wdioUy independent*
Another cause of misunderstanding is lack of clarity as to
policies and objectives* The word philosophy is often misused and
^Ibid*
2
Appley, Lawrence A*, Management in Action! The Art of Getting
Things Done Through People, Mew xorkt American Management Association,
19^6, p. 178*
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ffllaundsrstood. In tha Institutional trsatnent sotting ths philosophy
is ths plan of action* Without sb^Iotss understanding and appreciation
of treatment philosophy no treatment program can hope to be wholly
effeetiTS. Unless a philosophy is clear enough to be reduced to
wrltii^f It is not clear enough to be understood by ereryone concerned*
One of the fundamental contributions that any institution can make to
the clarification of misunderstanding and misformation is to reduce
policies to writing and to institute definite procedures indicating
the part that every person or position is to play in making each part
of the treatment program an effective Masure*
One learns largely by exanples Man is an imitative animal. If
there is clarity at the top, there will be clarity at the next level*
If there is understanding at that level, there will be understanding
at the one below it, and so on down* In order to clarify misunder¬
standing, clarity from the top.








School 6 7 13
Qroi:qp Activities 1 2 3
Cottage Parents 3 17 20
Cottage Coordinators 5 5
Cumulative Tbtals 1 lU 26 Ul
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In reiponse to the queation preriousl^ naked» only one peraon
atated that he had a fair relationship vith hia auperrlaor* Of tiM
renainlng forty, teenty-alx gave a rating of very good, and fourteen
a rating of good.
The data Indicate that while tliere la a good relationship between
supervisor and supervisee there la a definite lack of necessary trana«
idsslon of Infomatlon. There la a difference in a good relation
between staff and effective coBBunication. The supervisory position
Is more than a stepping stone upward * It Is the key role In huiian
relations and conBunleatlona In tiie Institutions treatsMnt program.
Their attitudes reflect what the worker thinks of the Institution and
Its program. The supervisor is the Imedlate contact man with the
ea^loyees. The solution of probleas and methods can be delegated to
the specialists, but the handling of people Is an endless function of
all supervisory meoibers of the organisation. The supervisor Is the
leader who deals with and directs the efforts of the Individual
sfl^loyee.
The traditional role of the supervisor In times past Involved
an arasolength relationship with his siq>ervlsees. In our present
world, aloofness on the part of the stq^ervlsor Is not effective. In
the shift, however, from aloofness to our new form of leadership, the
siq>ervlsor has often become confused > he often thinks of democratic
leadership as the equivalent of letting people do as they please or as
requiring him to be a "good fellow" to ever^ody.
The typical supervisor Is an active mesiber of two groups. One
grotq» consisted of his peers and his sv^ervlsor, and the other Is made
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up of his subordinates and hlaself. This dual role is often difficult
to fulfill. If he plays the role as a representatire of his subordi¬
nates onljTy he loses effeetiveiMsa in helping administration reach its
objectires. If he acts as a representative of administration only, he
may lose effectiveness with his subordinates vhen he tries to integrate
the tMO directions of his responsibilities« difficulties may arise.
He therefore tends to take sides as a means of overcoming conflict.
Sons conflicts are bound to occur, but investigation indicates those
supervisors whoa administration has regarded as most effective differ
from other supervisors in their ability to deal effectively with
supervisees on both the individual and on the group basis. The super¬
visors feel more free to discuss Job and personal problems with them.
They hold mors group meetings where problems can be discussed. They
create more opportunities for two-way communication between themselves
and the si^ervisees under their si^ervision because they participate
1
more with their superiors in decision making.
CoBonmication is a personal art. No two persons communicate
alike any more than they are alike in other respects. Ihis factor of
Individual differences makes it undesirable even if it were possible
to attempt to reduce good communication to any kind of formula or
definite rules of conduct.
Tiers are certain basic principles of cosHunlcation which apply
to all situations, all persons, fhese are so self evident as to be
t
"common sense}" yet their consistent application in daily inter¬
personal communication is by no means common. Vhether or not we
"^nn, Floyde, Dent, James K., Human Relations Research Program,
University of Uichigan, "The Supervisort Member of TWo Organisational
Families," Howard Business Service, November - December, 196U.
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confcloxialy think about them, our auccess or failura In expreasing
meaning and intent depends upon how will wa obaarra thasa basic prln-
oiplaa of good communication t
1* Saak to clarify your ideas before conaunieating* The more
syatematically wa analyse the problem or idea to be conmunicatad, the
clearer it becomes. This is the first step toward effeetira eoamuni*
cation. Because oonanunication is wirtually a continuous process» wa
comaonly express our thoughts or feelings without haring clarified
idiat wa are trying to say or accomplish. Uanagement eomsnmications
commonly fail because of inadequate planning. Good planning must
consider the goals and attitudes of those who will receive the comRuni-
cation and those who will be affected by it.
2. Examine the true purpose of each communication. Before you
communicate, ask yourself irtiat you really want to accomplish with your
message obtain Infonution, initiate action, change another person's
attitude. Identify your most important goal and then adapt your
language, tone, and total approach to serve that specific objective.
Don't try to aceo!^lish too much with each communication. In general,
the fewer the objectives, the sharper the focus of communication •» and
the greater its chances of success.
3. Consider the total j^ysieal and human setting whenever you
communicate. Meanings arsi intent are conveyed by mere than words
alone, l&uny other factors influence tlw over*^ll ii^act of communi¬
cation, and the supervisor must be sensitive to the total setting in
which he;,communicates. Like all living things, communication must be
capable of adapting to its environment.
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U. Consult with others, irtiere appropriate, In planning eoamunl-
eatlons* Frequently, It Is desirable or necessary to seek the parti*
cipation of others in planning a coBaRinication or dereloping the facts
on which to base It. Such consultation often helps to lend additional
insight and obJectiTity to your nessage. Moreoyer, those who haye
helped plan your coraBunlcation will glye it their actiye support.
5. Be mindful, idiile you communicate, of the oyertones, as well
as the basic content of yoior message. Tour tone of yoice, your expres¬
sion, your apparent receptiyeness to the responses of others — all
haye tremendous inpact on those you wish to reach. Frequently oyer-
looked, these subleties of communication often affect a Ustness
reaction to a message even more than its basic content.
6» Take the oi^rtuniiy, when it arises, to convey something of
help or value to the receiver. Consideration of the other persons'
interests and needs - the habit of trying to look at things from his
point of view - will frequently point up opportunities to convey
something of immediate benefit or long-range value to him. People on
the job are most responsive to the supervisor who takes their interests
into accoxmt.
7* Follow up your ocxmaunlcation. Our best efforts at communi¬
cation may be wasted, and we may never know whether we have succeeded
in expressing our true meaning and intent, if we do not follow up to
see how well we have put our message across.
6. Communicate for tomorrow as well as today. While communica¬
tions may be aimed primarily at meeting the demands of an immediate
situation, they must be planned with the past in mind if they are to
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Balntain eonslst«iiCjr in th« r«c«iTBr'8 Tiewi but* liost of mil they
■umt be consistent with long>range Interests end goals.
9. Be suzw your actions support your eonanmleatlons. In the
final analysis, the most persuaslwe kind of cOBwmlcatlon Is not what
you say but what you do. Ihen a nan's actions or attitudes contradict
his words, we tend to discount what he has said * and perhaps to slew
It as an attaint to nislead \t8. This Beans that good st^errlsory
practices « such as clear asslgnaent of responsibility, adequate dele¬
gation of auliiority, fair rewards for effort, and consistency in policy
enforceBsnt - serre to caanunicate sore than all the gifts of oratory.
10. Seek not only to be understood but to understand - be a good
listener. When we start talking we often cease to listen - In that
larger sense of being attuned to the other person's unspoken reactions
and attitudes. Even more serious is the fact that we are all guilty
at times of InattentlTeness when others are attempting to coauninlcate
to us. Listening Is one of the nost Inportant, Bost difficult - and
Boat neglected skills In cosmunlcation. The complex art of listening
demands that we concentrate not only on the explicit meanings another
person is expressing, but on the ii^llclt neanlngs, unspoken words,
and \mdert<mes that nay be far more significant. It demands, in other
1
words, that we learn to listen with the inner nan. Unfortunately,
some supervisors tend to consider coBBunleatlon a one-way street. They
fall to see the values obtained for encouraging their subordinates to
^aoher. M. Joseph, Effective Coainunleatlon On The Job, A Guide
To Employee Comaunlcatlon for Supei^lsors and ISxecutlves, New lorkt
American uanagement Association, I960, p. 167*
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discuss tbs policies ai»l plans of the institution. (Sss Table $)•
They do not provide a clear channel for funneling informationf opinions,
and attitudes up through the organisation. Upward coBwmieatlon
reveals the degree to idilch ideas passed down are accepted. In addi¬
tion, it stiimlates es^ployees to participate in the operation of their
departmnt, and therefore encourages then to defend the decisions and
support the policies cooperatively developed with the adainlstration.
(See Table 2). the opportunity for toward eoaaunieatlon also encourages
employees to contribute valuable ideas for improving the department and
enluineing the ^ataent program.
ConsBunication is dynamic.^ It must flow constantly as well as
down if it is to stimulate mutual understanding at all levels of the
organization.






School 6 7 13
Group Activities 0 3 3
Cottage Parents and
Day St^rvisdrs 5 15 20
Cottage Coordinators . 0 5 5
Cumulative Totals u 31 Ul
Seventy-six percent of the forty-one persons responding feel that they
do not get full cooperation from all departs«»nts at all times. More
significant is the fact that seTentj-fiTS percent of the cottage staff
and one hundred percent of the groiq) activities and coordinators
answered negativeljr.
As in any organixatlon« conflict in correctional institutions
occurs when there is competition for control of the operation practices
and policies of the institution. This may Include coa^tition for the
rules and policies governing staff-inmate relations» or^ more subtly^
for control of the frame of influence used to define situations. Con¬
flict within large-scale organizations is usually nonviolent and often
covertf because membership in an organization restricts the legitimacy
of property destruction« interpersonal violence» and overt refusal to
follow directives. When we speak of ccmflict in correctional institu¬
tions, therefore, we are speaking of felt but not accepted frustrations
or goal blockages of particular esployees created by practices of other
groups within the or^nlzation. While conflict may develop over sala¬
ries and working conditions or out of personality incoi^atiblllties,
here I am concerned with the conflicts and brealoiowns in eosMunications
specific to correctional institiitions for delinquents and caused by
their goals and structure. I see the conflict observed in Table 7> *•
a result of several factorst (1) The extent to which organizational
goals lead staff groups and individuals to pursue Imsoa^atible policies
(2) The degree of ambiguity in the relation of administrative means to
organization ends, (3) The extent to which organisational behavior
cannot be routinised but instead requires continuous choice and new
decisions, and (U) The degree of interdependence of staff groups.
Conflict and non-cooperatlOn is an outgrowth of the power balance
among staff groups, such as cottage parents, social workers, and
Ul
teachers, the degree of interdependence and Intereonaunlcation anong
groi^a, and the differences in attitudes and Talues of these groups.
Basic to this concept is the notion that the power of groups is related
to the goals of the organization. In custodial institutions, cottage
parents are UJcbly to have sore power, and operational policies wlU
be directed toward aaintaining their position} in treataent institu^
tions, social serrlce workers are likely to make many of the major
decisions.
The position of the institution's goals on the continuum is
related not only to the level of conflict but also to the. power balance
and patterns of conflict among the staff. If teachers, cottage parents,
and social service workers have somewhat divergent goals or perspectives
within an institution, ^en conflict is most likely between those who
are unable to control the situation and those who are perceived as
being in control of the situation.
In a milieu institution, where there is a greater sharing of
power between cottage parents and social service workers and a team
concept of organization, we e^ect teachers to conflict with cottage
parents and social service workers, but there should be little conflict
between cottage parents and social service workers.
Second, teachers, social service workers, and cottage parents
are assumed to have conflicting perspectives and values. Organisations!
adaptation, however, may lead to the selection and socialization of
personnel so that they accomoodate to the dominant perspective.
In sn effort to provide better diagnostic and treatment services
for juvenile delinquents committed to their care, many institutions.
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in recent year*, hare added people from a number of profeaelona to
their staffs* These usually include social workers, teachers in
special education, psychologists, psychiatrists and recreational
therapists. In institutions, these people are frequently known as
"professional staff." They are employed for the study and treatment
of deliiK;[uents, and the consultation with and guidance of other staff
merdsers.
The professionals may be asked by the administration to adrise
those worlMrs who supervise and manage the everyday living experiences
of the delinquents, such as getting up, going to bed, personal hygiene,
eating, playing, going to school and working, within the Institution.
These workers are commonly kiK>wn as the non-professional staff, and
wsually include cottage parents, vocational and work stqjejrvisors, and
maintenance workers.
This division of work, with its theoretical consistency and its
apparent applicability would sum to be acceptable to both groups as it
is consistent with the current accepted principles of delinquency treat*
ment, personnel practice and education. It is a plan which should
allow the professionals an opportunity to increase their practical
knowledge of delinquency and to apply the specific skilla of their work
to the delinquents and ths institution. It is a plan which should also
give the non-professionals an opportunity to increase their theoreti¬
cal knowledge of delinquency and to receive some specialized help with
some of their difficult problems.
In actual practice, however, this plan may encounter sharp diffi¬
culties in acceptance and functioning. Conflicts may •merge when pro-
U3
fesslonal and non-profaaalonala attaapt to bring their speeialltiea
together* Value orientations, statuaea and rolea and ideas of delin¬
quency causation and treataent vlll differ in each group. Problwu
I*
arise from conceptions that each department has of itself and each
other in each of these different areas* As can be obsenred in Table
the percentage of "no” answers from professionalsy teachers and cottage
coordinatorsy were much less than those of the cottage and group aeti-
Tities staff who are classified as non-professionals*
Ihese conflictsy lack of cooperation and conmranication have a
significant detrimental effect on the system of social relationships
as a whole as well as on the groins and indlTiduals Involred*
Staff msndbers, in their efforts to work in these situations and
adapt to thewy may becoM a maladjustedy anxiety feelings of discourage-
menty aggressive and psychosomatic reactions were not urcommon responses
among many of the staff in this institution.
As a result of the conflicts y the delinquent is frequently damaged
rather than helped* Many delinquents came to this institution fro«
homes with extremely disturbed family situations where their needs fOr
a secure and stable family life were Ignored or where the parents ware
hi^ly inconsistent* As a result many of these delinquents have
developed desirous means of satisfying their needs* They very shrewly
eval\iate the social situations about them* They detect weaknesses and
they esqploit and manipulate the situation to satisfy their personal
needs* Ihls behavior - attitude has played a strong part in their
delinquency in the firat place and is one of the behavioral teiuiencles
that the institution tries to modify* Isty this Is quite ia^osslble
uu
if the delinquent la exposed to an Institutional enrlronoent where the
ataoaphere la alnllar to those which have contributed to hla unhealthy
condition*
The overt and apparent aspects of Institutional problena have
their deeper counterparts In the personal problems of the staff members*
Often the Institutional problems of anxiety^ jealousy, hostility aiui
competitive feelings stem in part from the personal and individual
feelings of the staff msmbers and are aggravated by them* Institutions
for delinquents, because of their social structure and delinquent popu¬
lation, are fertile battlegrounds upon which the Individuals bring their
personal tendencies into play*^
The general proced\ire used to attack these problems will influence
the techniques used by the individuals who cope with a particular prob¬
lem. Hoover, the skill and knowledge of the person who works with the
problems will probably be the dominant factors In determining the choice
2
of procedures.
Whatever the procedure or technique may be, the grotips and Indi¬
viduals must be helped to recognise and face some of the more iaiportant
conflicts. They must be shown how to explore these conflicts and learn
about their causes Including their own contributions to them, and they
must work these problems throu|^ to a better level of understanding and
work relationships.
sober, George H., "Conflicts between Professional and Non-
Professional Personnel In Institutional Dellnqtiency Treatment," Journal




What departasnt on the Pan helps the boj to sake the best adjust-




Cottage Service 13 3 0
Social Service U 8 5
School 1 7 2
Group Activities 1 1 8
l^aintenance U
Religious Department 1 1 1














Cottage Serrice 3 U 2
Social Serrloe 3 2 3
School k u 2
Group Actlrities 1 1
Farm and Yard 1 1
Ko Response 1 2 2
Religious 3




Cottage Serrlce 1 1
Social Serrlce 1 1
School 1
Group Activities 1 1
Maintenance 1
Religious 1
Tbtals 3 3 3
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In JunO) X96U, the •oeial eenrlce cottage life prograa of Berk¬
shire Fam for Boys was adainistratiTely changed. Under this change
the Departaent of Cottage Services eaae into being. The cottage unit
becane the focus of treataent and zwhabilitation.
The social worker becaae a change agent for the total ailieu.
Other roles assuaed by the social worker (Cottage Coordinator) aret
comaunication coordinator within the cottage and between the cottage
and other prograa areas} adainistrator concerned with cottage work and
recreation routines and procedures relating to the physical care of the
boys} and as a supervisor of child care staffs reviewing treataent
relationships between boys and staff, the nature of their involveaent,
and techniques to effect rehabilitation.^
Sixty-five percent of the twenty respondees in the cottage ser¬
vices departaent stated that the deparlMint of cottage services helps
the boy to aaks the best adjustaent to his probleas. Thirty-five
percent saw other departnents as playing the si^jor role in helping the
boy Bake the best adjustaent to his probleas. These responses indi¬
cate that a little aore than one-third of respondees are not aware
of the focus of treataent.
Houseparents have been called the "hub of the wheel" of the
institutional operations. They are the people with whoa the child
spends nost of his tiae, and they aire constantly exposed to the ups
and downs of the child's behavior, to his Joys, and his woes. They
have an opportunity to observe nore closely than anyone else his
progress or his regression in the institution. Tet, they are only a
^snlck, David, Changes in Social Work Practices in a Residen¬
tial Institution (A Paper).
part of tho total institutional staff* Keither their past training and
experience nor their present functions peraits then to aeet all of the
iweds of a child* They cannot, for instance, provide a child vdth all
the individual therapy, nedical care, or education they need* It is
necessary therefore, for houseparents to irork together eith the rest
of the institutional staff) the cooks, naintenance people, superinten¬
dent, psychiatrist, caseworkers, teachers, work supervisors, and any
other staff contributing to the treatnent of the child*
Seventy-seven percent of the teachers responding do not know the
focxis of treatoent* Only twenty-three percent responded that cottage
services helped the boy to nake the best adjustnent to his problems*
Note also the many different departments mentioned and ranked first.
There is very little knowledge among teachers as to the focus of treat¬
ment*
Responses from the cottage coordinators indicate that they are
aware of the focus of treatment, but this awareness seems to begin to




Ona of tha baaie prlnciplaa of general coBBunieation tiiaory la
that signs can hare onl^ such Meaning as an Indlrldual^s e:qparlenca
perKlta hla to read Into than. Va can aaka a nessage only out of
signs wa knoW| and va can glra thoaa signs such Meaning as «a knov,
and wa can glra thoaa signs only such Meaning as wa hara laamad for
than* Va can decoda a Mesaaga only In tarns of tha algns wa know
and the meanings wa have learned for than. We call this collection
of experiences and meanings a "frams of referenceand wa say that
a person can conMunlcate only In tarns of his own fraaa of rafaranca.
Slaple as It nay seen, a message Is a very conpllcated thing.
Not only do Its signs have different meanings for different people»
but they also have two different kinds of meaning. Om of those Is
denotative Meaning} tha common or dictionary meaning) which will be
rou^ly tha same for all people who use the sane dictionary or go to
the same school. Another la connotative} tha emotional or evaluative
meaning • how good, how powerful) how active) how dangerous something
Is. This varies greatly with Individuals) and even with time.
A Mssaga has both a surface meaning and a latent meaning. Many
messages taka their la^ortant meaning from the context of tha relation-
ship of the sender and the receiver. This Is why It Is sometimes
U9
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dangerous to Interpret vbat is said In terms of what the words "mean"
without considering the latent meaning*
the writer feels that the impact of anj message depends on more
than any one single channeli actually on many channels and cues that
we hear or see simultaneously, knd, with every message comes an
especially is^rtant cue - the knowledge of who said it» which helps
us to determine whether to accept it or act on it.
tkeatment institutions in general* and milieu institutions in
particular* must continually adapt resources to the therapeutic needs
of their inmates. Techniques of handling inmates and programs for
each inamite must be establislMd and coordinated aw>ng staff members.
Techniques must be changed as inmates change and react to staff behavior.
In other words* the institution is not turning out a standardised
product with standardised means | neither the tasks nor the techniques
lend themselves to uniform definition.
Individualised planning and programming require a larger staff
in order to make it possible to participate in the making of decisions.
Lower-level staff must be consulted so that they may provide informa¬
tion necessary Ibr arriving at decisions* and also to insure staff
motivation to carry out organisational policy. In treatMnt institu¬
tions the absence of objective indices of staff performance requires
staff members to be committed to goals if executives are to be sure
that organisational goals are pursued. One way to insure staff moti¬
vation is to involve them in the decision making process. However*
involving lower-level staff in decision making may open ^ a wide range
of problems for debate.
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Institutions serring troublsd children should attaint to strueturs
prograns nhich attaint to help the child resolTe soaie of his problaas^
bring about changes in his attitude and nodif/ his characteristic way
of relating to people - particularly those relating to his delinquency*
Ihe cver^all ataosphere of the institution should be friendly and
relaxed* The institution should be organisedyet flexible* It should
conrey the is^ression of acceptance and tolerance*
The adiainistration leads by plan and policyj however« it is
sensitive to the critical nuisances of probleas and reacts to thee
creatively and with innovation.^
The adaptations required by problems are derived from policy as
well as by elements introduced by the problem. Purtherf these adapta¬
tions are related back to policy* In this fashion, the policy becomes
more viable. The pattern of this leadership initiates action among
the staff and directs as well as coordinates the work. Such adaptive
leadership invites ideas and staff participation in working out the
institution's problems* nevertheless, the adeinlstration follows the
program closely. Staff are criticised when necessary} however, with
respect and without retribution. In addition, meaningful in-service
training is offered. Coamunication is open and generally not restricted
to a limited number of people* Low limits are not placed on recognition
2
and rewards. Rather, people are offered opportunity and stimulation.
The design for accoiq[>llshing the institution's work and relationships
^eber, George H., "A Theoretical Study of the Cottage Parent
Position and Cottage Work Situations," Juvenile Delinquency Facts and
Facets, U. S* Dept. HEW.
^Ibid.. pp 120-130.
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is aet forth and guidelines to facilitate these are also aade known.
Opportunities for the staff to confer are arranged and encoiiraged.
Democratic participation is invited. Close» friendly relations are
encouraged between the staff and the boys.
The data collected indicate that the free flow of information
and desired conaunication lessen considerably below the position of
the cottage coordinator on the organizational diagram. The cottage
coordinator^ being responsible for the treatment of boys assigned to
his cottage is in a most strategic position to help or hinder the
treataent program. One of his many functions is that of superrlslon.
One of the most i^>ortant aspects of staff developownt is si^er-
vision, which is defined in the Schulse-Mayer Paper as the "one-to-one
teaching and helping relationship between a worker and a supervisor
who are both et^loyed in the same agency and who meet in regularly
scheduled conferences." The function of a supervisor is to help others
do the Job more effectively. The supervisory relationship should pro¬
vide a setting for the development of each worker's potential. An
essential part of this setting is a sound administrative structure in
which the duties and responsibilities of workers are defined and lines
of administrative responsibility are clearly drawn.^
Many institutions have a special program for supervisory personnel
as a phase of its in-service training program. This was done, for
example, in the Wisconsin Bureau of Probation and Parole during 195^^51*
with results that were satisfactory both to the sxiperviaors and to the
1 ^^
Training Personnel for Work With Juvenile Delinquents, Children
Bureau hiblication, No. 3hB, 195U*
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ag«nc7 adalnlstrators. Frequently* extension end residence courses
offered by college end uniTersities ere utilised for in<*serTioe
treining.
The cottege coordinetor is not only responsible for eheimeling
treetnent infornetion down to his superrisors* but elso up to his
supervisor end other persons end depertaents pertieipeting in the
treetnent progrea* Heving to deal with persons of rerled backgrounds
and disciplines requires sensitlrity end rare skill in eoaaunication*
Usually one thinks of eoasnmieation as a single step* transaltting an
idea or plan of action. Actually* eoaaunication begins with clarifying
the idea in one’s oan aind* possibly with the help of others| than
transaltting it to the persons who are to carry it out* and* finally
Botiyating these persons to take action. In foraulating a plan of
treataent the coordinator must first exaalne the process* identify
the probleas* work out altematlye solutions* and decide which one of
thea to'use. As a step in this procedure* the coordinator aay find it
necessary to consult with soae* or all* of his subordinates.
The coordinator aust not only explain the treateent plan clearly
but aust inspire concerned personnel with the will to giye it their
best.
Motiyation is basic to teaawork.^ Eiqiloyees who know what is
expected of then* who learn about changes before they take place* who
feel free to discuss treataent and probleas will work with Interest
and enthuslasa.
^aher, M. Joseph* Effective Coaamioatioh Chi The Job* Hew Yorkt
Aaerican Uanageaent Association* 1956.
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Research findings Indicate that free eoBunmleation generallgr
results in improved norale* Improvement in comannleation depends
largely on daily work relations between and in departsnts.
The coordinator must be aware of and face his own needs honestly
and must harmonise them with the treatment program and his supervisees*
It is impossible for the coordinator to know all of the answers on
policy and treatment« but he should have the broad outlines and should
know who to consult on special problems* Host important of ally the
coordinator n\ist know the people with whom he works as individuals*
All staff meBibers bring to the job certain personal equipment <■
e3q>eriences y attitudes y feellngSy ei^ectations •• that must be considered
if we are to achieve understanding with him*
CoBaaunication must be a continuing programy not a "sometime thing*"
(hice an atmosphere has been established, it is hard to shake* Staff
who feel the siq>ervisor has their interests at heart will interpret
almost everything he does constructively* If they feel is is against
them, he *11 have trouble winning acceptance even for efforts in their
behalf*^
Real communication moves freely in both directions* This theory
is well accepted - as a theory* In practice, however, persons in
supervisory positions nay have the tendency to devote more attention
to telling, informing, and commanding tluin they do to listening,
asking, and interpreting* Thus, even while aggressively communicate






It is ths writer's conriction that institutions for delinquent
children need to be understood nore clearly as treatwent orsanismtions
than they currently arej this holds true for the general public» and
■ost certainly for those persons engaged in the process of treating
delinquents. Such understanding will eoee from further study of train¬
ing schools. The institution has direct care and program responsibili¬
ties fcr the children within its walls.
There is a fund of social science knowledge that is applicable
to the probleas peculiar to the training school and should be applied




1, Do you work directly with boys? Tes ( }, No* ( )
2* Do you feel that your work with the boys Is an lii^ortant part of
the treatment program? les ( }f No ( )
3* Do you feel that you recelre necessary Information to enable you
to work within the program of treatment reconsoended for the Indl-
Yldual child? Yes ( ), No ( )
ii. Do you feel that you get full cooperation from all departments at
all times? Yes { )> No ( )
5* Is your relationship with your supervisor t very good ( ),
good ( ), fair ( ), poor ( )
6. Do you fully understand the treatment philosophy of Berkshire Farm?
Yes ( ), No ( )
7* From what depar-bnent do you get the least infoi^tion that is
necessary for you to carry out your assigned duties?
8* Do you always understand and have explained to you changes in the
treatment program? Yes ( )« No ( )
9. In order of inportancSf list the departments that are most
iaportant to the treatmnt program.
1. » 2. , 3. f k.
ID* From what department do you get the most Information that is
necessary for you to carry out your assigned duties?
11. Is your relationship with other departments!
( ) A. Very good
( ) B. Good
( ) C. Fair
( ) D. Poor
12. Do you agree with treatment recommendations t
( ) A. Always
( ) B. Frequently
( ) C. Never
13* Did you accept enployment at Berkshire Farm because you!
( ) A. Were attracted by the salary
( } B. Were unenployed
( } C. Like to work with children
( ) D. Seeking a means of escape from your own problems
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lit. Do you dls-agree with treatraant recommendations i
( ) A. Always
( ) B. Frequently
( ) C. Never
15* Is your relationship with other persons in your departments
( ) A, Very good
( ) B. Good
( ) C. Pair
( ) D. Poor
16. Do you have more to offer the pro^am of treatment than you are
permitted to? les ( ), No ( )
17* What department on the farm helps the boy to make the best adjust¬
ment to his problems? (Number in order of is^ortance)
( } Farm and Grounds
( } School
( ) Social Services
( } Groiq) Activities
( ) Maintenance
( ) Cottage Services
( ) Religious Department
18. In order of importance, number the person who plays the most
impoirtant part in the treatment program of the individual child.
( ) Work supervisor
( ) Teacher
( ) Cottage father
( ) Day relief
( ) Group activities worker
( ) Cottage mother
( ) Cottage coordinator
19. According to the amount of information received, number the depart¬
ment from which you receive most information necessary for you and
your department to function within the treatment program.
( ) Clinical department
( } Group activities
( ) School
( ) Social Services
( ) Cottage Services
20. According to the amount of information received, number the depaz^-
ment from which you receive least information necessary for you and
your department to function in the treatment program.
( ) Clinical department
( ) School
( ) Group activities
( ) Social services
( ) Cottage services
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